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As online communities have grown, Computational Social Science has rapidly developed new techniques
to study them. However, these techniques require researchers to become experts in a wide variety of tools
in addition to qualitative and computational research methods. Studying online communities also requires
researchers to constantly navigate highly contextual ethical and transparency considerations when engaging
with data, such as respecting their members’ privacy when discussing sensitive or stigmatized topics. To
overcome these challenges, we developed the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit, a modular software
package that supports analysis of online communities by combining aspects of reflexive thematic analysis with
computational techniques. Our toolkit demonstrates how common analysis tasks like data collection, cleaning
and filtering, modelling and sampling, and coding can be implemented within a single visual interface, and
how that interface can encourage researchers to manage ethical and transparency considerations throughout
their research process.
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1 Introduction
Many researchers seek to develop a qualitative understanding of the activities taking place online,
and have explored use of computational methods to help them overcome the volume, velocity,
and variety of data found in those communities. In building on the strengths of qualitative and
computational methods, researchers hope to enable a qualitative understanding of activities at scale
that is not possible with traditional methods through a synthesis of techniques. For instance, the
literature has explored augmenting qualitative techniques with natural language processing [23] of
text, use of computational techniques like topic modelling (e.g. [6, 16, 17, 20, 39, 44]) to support
data sampling [29], and development of classifiers to support humans in coding [13].
However, substantial barriers exist to this synthesis of methods in practice. For instance, re-
searchers must be experts in qualitative research methodologies, like Grounded Theory [56] or
Thematic Analysis [11], as well as computational techniques, like topic modelling [9], all of which re-
quire extensive training. Further, myriad ethical considerations need to be made when working with
online community data, like whether the communities being studied have an expectation of privacy,
the community’s and their platform’s terms of use, and balancing the need for transparent research
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practices with potential harm to the communities being studied [12, 26, 36]. Finally, researchers
must navigate all of the these challenges across a number of separate tools; current software was
not designed to support computational and qualitative methods in a single interface. Indeed, they
must perform the substantial, iterative, and often tedious work associated with both qualitative
research and computational methods; like data familiarization, cleaning, modelling, development
of themes, and revisiting and iterating on those tasks when results are deemed unsatisfactory.
To overcome these barriers, we developed the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit which
brings together elements of reflexive thematic analysis and computational methods under one cohe-
sive, visual interface that is accessible to non-programmers. Our toolkit supports common analysis
tasks like data collection from online communities (e.g., [7]), cleaning and filtering, modelling and
sampling, and coding (e.g., [11]). In presenting our toolkit, we first define a conceptual workflow
based on the many similarities between qualitative analysis and computational methods. We then
present the toolkit’s implementation for each analysis task. We also pay particular attention to
guidance from the HCI literature on the integration of computational and qualitative research
methods (e.g., [6, 13, 32, 42]), and how this guidance was implemented in our design.
2 Related Work
The Computational Social Science community has begun to explore the substantial similarities
between qualitative analysis and computational methods. For instance, Muller et al. [42] notes
‘convergences’ between the two approaches to research; both are grounded in data, involve the
creation of codes or features, are highly iterative, and that results are ultimately interpretive in
nature. In discussing these similarities, they raise the question of whether hybrid methods might
provide complementary benefits; that is “What if we could enjoy the virtues of both ways of
inquiring?” [42, p.3].
Yet, despite their similarities, the tools used to support these different methods remain separate,
and play distinct roles in their respective analyses. Qualitative researchers use a variety of tools
[32] including office software, such as Excel [14] and Google Docs [33], as well as more specialized
software like NVivo [34], Atlas.TI [27], orMAXQDA [55]. These tools typically have visual interfaces
and are designed to play a supporting role rather then be the subject of analysis.
In contrast, computational tools typically require programming experience, like Mallet [38],
Gensim [51], and TensorFlow [1]. They include both stand-alone software, as well as programming
libraries that can be used alongside other tools. And while these libraries are often powerful and
adaptable, there is some ‘assembly required’ before they can be used for analysis. Especially when
compared to qualitative tools, computational tools play a central role in analysis; they are often
integral to the analysis itself, rather than seen as supporting a human researcher.
Currently, this dichotomy in tools is a barrier to the integration of qualitative analysis and
computational methods. They require different kinds of expertise. They are integrated with different
tasks of their respective methods. It is also hard to transfer data between different tools, particularly
given the highly iterative nature of both approaches to research. Thus, in this work, we consider
how such techniques can be best integrated to support qualitative analysis of online communities.
In particular, we focus on reflexive thematic analysis, as defined by Braun and Clarke [11].
2.1 Thematic Analysis and Computational Sampling
One of the most significant challenges to performing thematic analysis of online communities
is how their scale impacts sampling and the time intensity of analysis [10, 11]; each community
potentially comprises hundreds of thousands of posts from tens of thousands of people over a
period of years. One approach to dealing with this size is to sample. For instance, researchers
frequently use random selection [5] or convenience sampling, such as a date-window [2, 19, 28, 52],
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to obtain a sample that is small enough for human analysis. However, by doing so researchers risk
missing interesting parts of the data before they can familiarize themselves with the data, perform
coding, or review themes.
As such, computational techniques can assist with sampling and analysis tasks. Topic mod-
elling techniques like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] have been identified by the research
community as a potential avenue for engagement with such large data sets [3, 13, 24, 35, 42]. In
particular, researchers have begun exploring how topic models can be used to provide a lens into
the data, be used to identify latent themes [35, 48], and to produce useful samples from large scale
data [6, 29, 42]. If chosen wisely, computational techniques can assist with qualitative sampling
strategies, such as purposeful sampling and theoretical sampling [37], and can help researchers
develop an understanding of complex issues.
However, researchers also do not want computational methods to simply automate their interac-
tion with the data; they want to maintain autonomy, intimacy, and ownership of their qualitative
analysis [32]. In response to these needs, the research community has explored how humans might
guide topic modelling techniques like LDA [21, 22]. Thus, there is a need for tools that support
computational approaches to thematic analysis, but maintain the human researcher’s role as the
driver of analysis. In this work, we develop a conceptual framework for how qualitative and com-
putational methods can be bridged in the context of reflexive thematic analysis, and create a toolkit
that implements that framework.
2.2 Ethical and Transparency Considerations
Alongside the methodological and technical progress made by the research community, there has
been a growing recognition that computational social science researchers need to actively consider
the impacts of their processes, artifacts, and results [15]. That is, “ethics exist within a social context”
[63, p. 77] and are intertwined with social considerations about how our research is performed and
how it is used. In particular, research on digital communities can not be done in a one-size-fits-all
manner [26]. While once such data might have been considered ‘public’ and safe, the research
community now acknowledges that its use can put community members at risk [12, 36]. As such,
there is a need for researchers to responsibly handle such research data, and for tools that support
them in doing so.
There is also a growing recognition of the importance of transparency in Computational Social
Science research, as well as within the broader HCI community (e.g., [57, 61, 62]). Transparent
reporting strengthens the rigour and trustworthiness of research [49, 58, 60]. It helps others
understand, evaluate, and build upon published work. It can also help the researchers themselves:
it can help them familiarize themselves with, interpret, and reflect on the myriad decisions they
make when working with data. Decisions like what data were captured and not captured? What
was filtered during cleaning? And which topic models were created and why?
Despite transparency’s importance, there remains little agreement on how it should be supported
in research tools. When navigating epistemological tensions between interpretivist social science
and positivist computational science perspectives there is often an emphasis on tying transparency
to replication despite it being an inappropriate for many qualitative research studies, which instead
seek to establish trustworthiness [49]. Indeed, complete transparency may also be inappropriate in
some contexts. For instance, research involving marginalized or stigmatized groups may necessitate
reduced transparency through paraphrasing [12] or fabricating data [36]. Thus, in developing
our toolkit, we sought to embody these values within its design, and to show how ethical and
transparency considerations might be embedded into the tools themselves.
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Fig. 1. Our Computational Thematic Analysis workflow. In moving from data collection to writing their final
report, researchers progress through three conceptual stages of work: familiarization, interpretation, and
reflection. To do so, they perform the practical tasks of data cleaning and filtering, modelling and sampling,
coding, and theme identification. Like thematic analysis and computational methods, this workflow is highly
iterative, and is not a linear process; researchers may shift between any conceptual stage or practical task.
3 Computational Thematic Analysis
Grounded in Braun and Clarke’s [11] six-phase model of reflexive thematic analysis, we wanted to
explore how computational techniques could play a larger role in supporting analysis by human
researchers. To do so, we started by considering the commonalities, or ‘convergences’ [42], between
thematic analysis and the computational methods used by the data science and machine learning
communities. In particular, we considered similarities between how models and themes were
developed, interpreted, and then used to identify patterns in the data [11, 50]. We then developed a
hybrid workflow (Figure 1) that scaffolds the practical tasks associated with these analyses into
three abstract, conceptual stages: familiarization, interpretation, and reflection.
We emphasize that while Figure 1 shows these conceptual stages and tasks in a linear manner,
they are in practice highly iterative, and tasks frequently overlap. That is, as when performing
thematic analysis or computational methods, researchers are likely to jump between conceptual
stages and tasks as their analysis develops. For instance, a researcher might choose to code parts
of their data during familiarization, and then sample before generating themes. In this way, the
stages and tasks provide a guideline of how an analysis progresses, rather than a strict process that
must be followed. We now overview each stage, and their relationships to the work performed in
thematic analysis and computational methods.
3.0.1 Familiarization Regardless of whether researchers are approaching their analysis from the
perspective of thematic analysis or computational methods, they must first familiarize themselves
with the data; they need to confirm that they’ve collected appropriate data, spend time understanding
it, and identify patterns [11]. In our workflow, familiarization encompasses tasks like data collection
and inspection from thematic analysis, and pre-processing and exploration from computational
methods. Computational techniques can augment these traditional thematic analysis tasks by
automating aspects of data cleaning, providing an overview of collected data, and better enabling
researchers to familiarize themselves with semantic, or word-level, patterns in the data.
3.0.2 Interpretation Interpretation is how researchers turn their familiarity with data into their
own ideas. It involves tasks like sampling, generating initial codes, searching for themes, and
theme identification from thematic analysis, and modelling and sampling from computational
methods. The primary benefit of a hybrid model for these tasks is that computational techniques,
like topic modelling, can be used iteratively by researchers to generate models, latent patterns within
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those models, and consider how the patterns suggest new assumptions and/or impact existing
assumptions about their analysis [13, 24, 42], giving them access to a larger variety of patterns to
investigate in later stages of thematic analysis. These techniques can also improve researchers’
ability to describe the contextual nature of their assumptions and how their assumptions might
influence their analysis.
While drawing a definitive line between familiarization and interpretation is difficult due to
the highly iterative and overlapping nature of thematic analysis, it can be helpful to consider
familiarization as being more focused on semantic patterns, such as reoccurring words or phrases,
whereas interpretation then seeks to transition to more abstract understandings or latent patterns,
such as reoccurring topics of discussion.
3.0.3 Reflection Reflection is where researchers consider whether their interpretations line up
with the data, their experiences interacting with the data, and with their broader understanding of
the domain of interest. It includes tasks like reflecting on codes, reviewing themes, and writing the
final report. While we did not implement any computational techniques to support this aspect of
thematic analysis, we posit that they may be used to suggest alternative interpretations of the data,
for instance through summarization or counterfactuals.
4 The Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit
To explore how our hybrid workflow and lessons learned from the literature might be embodied
in a visual interface, we developed the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit. Imported data
is visualized, cleaned, filtered, sampled in an interactive setting that enables rapid, iterative ex-
ploration and analysis. To support the inherent flexibility of our hybrid workflow, the toolkit’s
design is modular, where changes made at one stage of analysis are immediately reflected in the
others, enabling researchers to shift between tasks as they progress between the familiarization,
interpretation, and reflection stages of analysis.
Our toolkit supports each of the conceptual stages identified in our workflow (Figure 1), with
each task assigned its own tab: Data Collection, Data Cleaning & Filtering, Modelling & Sampling,
and Coding. The Data Collection tab enables researchers to download a data from various sources.
The Data Cleaning & Filtering tab enables researchers to inspect, clean, and filter the data. The
Modelling & Sampling tab enables researchers to locate data of interest for their thematic analysis.
In particular, it involves applying machine learning approaches to the data to create and visualize
samples of potential interest. The Coding tab provides a central location to develop, apply, and
review codes by using data identified during both sampling and manual data inspection.
To maintain control of research data we implemented our toolkit as a standalone application
instead of as a web application. We implemented our toolkit using Python 3 due to the wide
availability and interoperability of packages for computational techniques, visualization, and user
interfaces. Reddit data was obtained from pushshift.io’s web API [7]. Individual data analysis
components were implemented using pandas [47], spaCy [30], NLTK [8], Gensim [51] and biterm
[59]. The toolkit’s GUI was implemented using wxPython [18], with visualizations supported by
Matplotlib [31], wordcloud [41], and mpl-chord-diagram [25]. The toolkit’s full source code and
installation instructions are available at https://osf.io/b72dm/.
4.1 Data Collection
To focus on the data, we moved from data collection being a code-oriented workflow to a visual
interface that displays the data directly (Figure 2), similar to existing analysis software like Tableau
where data is imported into a large collection that can then be visually modified or inspected. This
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Fig. 2. Our toolkit’s Data Collection tab provides a visual interface for imported discussion data.We automated
the importation workflow, to enable researchers to pull data from sources like Reddit or Twitter without
needing to write code while respecting each platform’s terms of use, as well as the individual community’s
expectations for use of their data. Once imported, the data is available in for use in each of the other tabs.
approach also parallels computational tools like Jupyter Notebook, albeit with a less programming-
centric metaphor for interaction. Our toolkit automates many aspects of connecting to data APIs for
platforms such as Reddit and Twitter through visual dialogues, and enables researchers to directly
import data from previous projects.
4.1.1 Importing Data A typical data import workflow includes four steps: (1) Import the submis-
sions, (2) Import the comments that responded to those submissions, (3) group the submissions
and comments using their id and submission_id fields, respectively, to form discussions and (4)
select fields from those discussions for analysis. Each of these steps involves nuanced decisions, for
instance, initial submissions and responses may fall on different sides of the defined time period
for sampling. The workflow also needs to account for some fields being out-of-date when pulling
from sources like pushshift.io, since they rely on snapshots taken shortly after a submission is
created. For instance, fields like author, created_utc, title, selftext, and body are less likely
to change after the archive was created, whereas fields like score (upvotes and downvotes) and
num_crossposts tended not to be reliable in the archive.
To handle this complexity we developed an automated workflow for Reddit discussions, so that
submissions and their responses are automatically grouped together when imported based on a
given time period. We only include submissions made after the defined start time, and responses to
those submissions that were made before the defined end time. We also selected a default subset of
more stable fields to import, based on those we found useful during our thematic analyses: URL,
created_utc, title, text, and body. However, acknowledging that thematic analysis by definition
requires flexibility, the included fields are all modifiable. To be transparent about these concerns,
the import dialogue includes warnings for each field that is unreliable when pulled from an archive.
4.1.2 Ethical Considerations and Retrieval Costs Ethical considerations are also deeply integrated
with how data is first imported into the toolkit. We began by recognizing that there is no one-size-
fits-all approach to handling these ethical considerations [26], and that our toolkit should encourage
researchers to navigate their ethical choices rather than rigidly enforce a single set of decisions for
all analyses. We then reviewed the literature and identified the following general opportunities
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for design: (1) communities’ position on the use of their data by researchers, (2) ethical guidelines
and rules of institutions, governments, and the research community [12, 15, 43], (3) the need to
respect community actions such as moderation, (4) the need to respect individuals’ actions such as
deleting posts and/or accounts, and (5) the terms of use and capacity of the platforms we use to
retrieve the data.
To encourage researchers to actively reflect on the five considerations above, the toolkit’s data
retrieval dialog implements friction in the form of confirmation check boxes. For example, in the
case of Reddit, we implement multiple ethics confirmation check boxes (Figure 2), which provoke
researchers to consider and reflect on how their analysis might impact different groups, including
the community being studied, the research community, and Reddit.
We also implemented local caching of data to help reduce the amount of requests made to the
platforms’ APIs, and to improve the performance of computational techniques. However, even
though this caching is technically permitted by both Pushshift and Reddit, it can be in tension
with respecting the actions of both communities and individuals. That is, the cache might become
out-of-sync, and contain posts that have been moderated by the community, or deleted by the
person who made them. To help researchers identify and manage out-of-sync data, our toolkit links
each discussion to its online source, providing a means of manually confirming which posts should
be included in the analysis.
4.2 Data Cleaning & Filtering
We also developed a visual interface for cleaning and filtering tasks (Figure 3), and to enable
researchers to become familiar with and interpret various patterns during their thematic analysis.
In addition to these tasks being prerequisites for later computational techniques and machine
learning tasks [50], tight integration of cleaning and filtering into a thematic analysis workflow
facilitates the discovery of semantic patterns in the data. Our interface also provides opportunities
to support transparency and interpretability of the computational aspects of the thematic analysis
process.
Our toolkit includes a default data cleaning workflow, based on off-the-shelf tools available
in Python. Imported data is tokenized using NLTK [31]. Tokens are then converted into both a
stemmed form, using NLTK’s SnowballStemmer [31], and a lemmatized form as well as tagged
for parts-of-speech, and stop words status, using spaCy’s pre-trained model [30]. The toolkit then
computes descriptive data for each token, and stores them into pandas dataframes [47], including
number of occurrences, number of discussions containing each token, and tf-idf. Should a researcher
choose, each of these steps is modifiable.
4.2.1 Token-based Analysis To support data cleaning and familiarization, our toolkit’s Data Clean-
ing & Filtering tab (Figure 3) provides list views for each token’s part-of-speech, frequency, and
tf-idf score. These views show how NLP is being used to interpret the data, and enable researchers
to question underlying assumptions and fine-tune default settings before moving on to modelling
and sampling tasks. These views are automatically updated when data is loaded and as filtering
rules are adjusted. Search boxes enable researchers to quickly search the list for known words.
In developing and using the toolkit, we also found that visual inspection and review of these
steps can inform qualitative analysis of data. While originally this interface was focused on helping
us conduct modelling, as our toolkit evolved we found that the filtering and cleaning tasks enabled
us to identify semantic patterns in the data. That is, looking at these lists also helped us familiarize
ourselves with the data for our thematic analysis. For instance, these lists can be helpful in identi-
fying domain-specific nouns that can be used as features in any models used to inspect the data, or
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Fig. 3. Our toolkit’s Data Cleaning & Filtering tab presents a summary of tokens present in the imported
data. Researchers can use two list views to inspect and reflect on words included and removed by the data
cleaning process. They can also manually fine-tune filters. We also developed a rules list that shows the
cleaning and filtering steps applied, including their order, to assist with interpretability and transparency of
the research process. To further transparency, our toolkit shows the impact filtering has on the data in terms
of word counts and discussion counts to highlight the amount of data removed.
for coding and theme development. We have found that the list of removed words is equally useful
in reflecting on and questioning underlying assumptions of our analysis.
4.2.2 Supporting Explainability & Transparency When using computational methods like Juypter
Notebooks, analysts are initially aware of why a word was included or removed from their model(s),
since each step is performed manually. However, much of this work becomes hidden when it is
automated, making it difficult to determine which tokens had been included or removed, and in
which order operations were applied. To make these decisions more transparent we implemented
a rules list (Figure 3) that visualizes each operation and the order in which they are applied. To
be transparent about the impact of filtering on the data, we also provide summaries of how many
discussions, words, and unique words are present after all of the filtering rules have been applied.
4.3 Modelling & Sampling
Once the researcher has familiarized themselves with semantic patterns in the data, our Modelling &
Sampling tab (Figure 4) provides functionality to help them identify and interpret latent patterns. It
enables researchers to quickly generate, inspect, and interpret samples from computational models
of their data. Researchers can generate unique models in separate tabs across the top of the display
using random sampling, or purposive computational techniques like LDA and biterm, for long and
short text, respectively. As models are generated, they are also visualized on the right-hand side of
the screen, with samples shown in the bottom left, where they may be inspected by the researcher.
4.3.1 Visualizing Models While much of the topic modelling literature has focused on statistical
evaluation of models [3, 4, 9, 40, 46, 53], when we tried to implement such measures into our
qualitative research process we found that they were very abstract, difficult to explain, and difficult
to apply. Additionally, we did not find a clear consensus on what metrics to use to optimize a model
since each had their own strengths and weaknesses. We instead decided to focus on visualizing
the model, to enable researchers to more rapidly understand, refine, and enhance their topics
for qualitative interpretation [21, 22]. By evaluating the models visually we found that we could
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Fig. 4. The Modelling & Sampling Tab enables researchers to create topic models of the data set and visualize
them using our chord graph. The graph shows topics, their respective keywords, and the portion of discussions
shared with each other topic. Researchers may also label and merge topics created by the model before
selecting discussions from the generated sample for coding and theme development.
generate models that are ‘good enough’ to hone in on interesting data, rather than getting caught
up in trying to create an optimal model for some quantitative metric that didn’t ultimately improve
the thematic analysis.
In particular, our visualizations focused on both topic-discussion and topic-word relationships.
Initially, we tried including pyLDAvis [54], a popular visualization for LDA models that shows
whether topics overlap and how different words contribute to each topic. However, we found
that it didn’t help us explore how words interrelated between topics or identify when discussions
might contain to multiple topics — particularly important questions when performing a thematic
analysis. To better support these aspects of thematic analysis, we decided to implement our own
visualization.
We created a chord graph (Figure 4) where each topic is represented by an arc, with its length
corresponding to the portion of discussions it represents. Each arc is then labelled with a name
and a word cloud containing the most relevant keywords for each topic. The visualization is also
interactive. Researchers can click on any topic arc to view chords corresponding to discussions in
common with other topics. Researchers can then mouse over other topics to make comparisons
between more than one topic at once. Topics can also be named and merged by the researcher, as
they familiarize themselves with the model and data. By default, topic names are blank so that they
may be created by the researchers rather than the model [32].
4.3.2 Identifying Samples To facilitate sampling, our toolkit uses the generated models to identify
sets of discussions to be used as samples for thematic analysis using the following steps: (1) The
topic model is used to calculate the probability that each topic is present within each discussion. (2)
A sorted list is created for each topic, with the most representative discussions at the top of the list.
(3) Any discussion with a probability lower than the cutoff is dropped from each topic’s list. (4) An
‘unknown’ topic is formed using any discussions whose topic probabilities are all below the cutoff.
(5) For the ‘unknown’ topic, discussions are sorted based on lowest maximum probability to seek
out discussions that the model is least confident in. (6) The top discussions from each topic are
then included in the samples.
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Fig. 5. Our toolkit’s Coding tab displays a list of discussions along with, upon selecting a discussion, showing
the discussion’s collected fields, a list of codes researchers can assign to the discussion, and a text editor
where researchers can make and review any notes about the discussion. Adding codes to a discussion can be
done by either by checking off existing codes used in other discussions or creating new codes.
These samples are visualized in a list that shows each of the fields of the discussions on the
lower left hand side of each Modelling & Sampling tab (Figure 4, Sample List). Researchers can
interactively control how many discussions are sampled for each topic, and flag documents that
they find useful or not-useful.
4.4 Coding
The Coding tab (Figure 5) facilitates researchers’ interpretation of data through reviewing dis-
cussions, taking notes and applying codes. Rather than this tab using additional computational
techniques, such as AI coders, we focused on providing researchers access to discussions identified
manually, in the data collection tab, as well as from model-derived samples. This approach aligns
with the goal of ‘supporting serendipity’ to maintain researchers’ agency in the thematic analysis
process [32]. Our toolkit supports three coding activities: reviewing discussions, applying codes,
and writing notes.
Discussions are gathered when a researcher checks off desired discussions on the’s activity during
Data Collection and Modelling & Sampling tabs. Any discussion that a researcher has checked off
is made available for coding in a list at the top the screen. Researchers can also search and toggle
which discussions are displayed, based on those flagged as useful, unsure, and not useful. When a
discussion is selected, the lower portion of the screen is used to perform coding: the full discussion
content is displayed, codes can be applied, and researcher notes can be attached.
This coding tab is designed to mirror existing qualitative research software like NVivo [34] and
Atlas.TI [27]. As researchers review each discussion, they can apply self-defined codes to them.
Researcher-defined codes are displayed in a pane to the right, along with the number of discussions
that have been tagged with that code. To support note taking, the coding interface provides a rich
text interface with common word processing functions at the bottom of the screen.
5 Discussion
Our toolkit integrates support for qualitative and computational research methods within a single
software interface. We built on the ‘convergences’ between qualitative and computational methods
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[42], and from those convergences derived a computational thematic analysis workflow and a
visual interface that enables non-technical researchers to engage in its methods. As the first
implementation of these ideas, we hope that our toolkit can spark discussion in the field, and in
particular, discussion around two aspects of its design: the interpretive role of computational support
for qualitative analysis, and how to provide built-in support ethical and transparent research.
When integrating qualitative and computational techniques, we embraced Baumer et al.’s [6]
view that models provide “scaffolding for human interpretation” and the importance of one or
more good enough models which provide new perspectives of the data, rather than a singular,
“best” model as an objective truth. Similarly, we emphasized a visual approach to model evaluation,
eschewing quantifications like coherence [40, 46, 53] or Jaccard’s distance [3]. These visualizations
intentionally show data that was not associated with a topic to help researchers keep in mind that
models are imperfect, and should be questioned and interpreted.
We also considered calls for ethical design and use of computational methods from the research
community, and notably Jiang et al. [32]. We acknowledge these risks, but also feel that computa-
tional techniques can help to identify different understandings of a phenomenon, often in ways
that may not be immediately accessible to a human researcher alone. To mitigate these concerns,
we emphasized transparency — we designed our toolkit to support transparent reporting within
each conceptual stage and practical analytic task to strengthen the rigour and trustworthiness of
the research [58, 60].
6 Limitations
Wedesigned our toolkit around reflexive thematic analysis [11], however other variations of thematic
analysis (or more generally, other qualitative research methods) may not be as well supported by it.
We believe that much of our toolkit’s core functionality can be useful for different methods, and we
designed it to be modular and flexible. But, if one wanted to, for example, begin with a qualitative
analysis (i.e., coding) and then use those codes to create a supervised model for topic classification,
then the current toolkit would not provide adequate support.
Further, additional research and development will be required to show the toolkit’s efficacy in
practice. This research will need to focus on both specific features and the general utility of the
toolkit. For instance, novel features like our chord graph visualization require further study. Future
work could perform comparative evaluations of our visualization and pyLDAvis [54] to elucidate
their respective strengths and weaknesses. We also anticipate performing hands-on field studies
with qualitative researchers to better understand our toolkit’s use in practice.
Finally, and perhaps most significantly, we acknowledge that the ethical and transparent treat-
ment of research data, and indeed the methods themselves, are a rapidly evolving research area. Our
implementation is itself therefore a limitation of this research. In developing our toolkit, we sought
to embody the values of transparency and ethical conduct into the software’s design. Sometimes
that meant adding friction, like when prompting researchers to pause and think about the potential
consequences of their actions. We did this intentionally to align with what we felt were emerging
best practices; but as this area of research is rapidly evolving and future work is likely to develop
new best practices.
We also want to explicitly resist any notion of situating our toolkit as ‘ethical’, or the false
dichotomy of other tools as ‘unethical’. We instead acknowledge there are ethical risks involved
when conducting research into online communities. Due to these risks, we aimed to make our
tool provoke ethical considerations which enable researchers take control of their own ethics in
research process. However, our implementation is certainly not perfect, nor complete. We only
hope that it can serve as a working example and a point of critique for how ethics and transparency
can be more deeply integrated into the software used to perform Computational Social Science.
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7 Conclusion
In this work we set out to explore how computational techniques can augment human qualitative
analysis, with a focus on reflexive thematic analysis. To do so, we developed the Computational
Thematic Analysis toolkit to explore different types of support, and how those supports might be
extended to researchers without expertise in computational techniques. We also embedded ethical
considerations of data analysis into the toolkit, with the goal of encouraging researchers to consider
the potential impacts of their research on the communities they study, and to support research
transparency through records of both the decisions made for both qualitative and quantitative
methods.
Finally, this research was exploratory by nature, intended to explore some of the ‘big effects’ [45]
in designing for a hybrid qualitative and computational analysis. Our toolkit implements software
features to support several tasks as defined in our Computational Thematic Analysis workflow, but
unexplored supports, particularly in later tasks like ‘theme identification’, may also prove useful.
For instance, future work might explore how counter-factuals can prompt a qualitative researcher
to consider new perspectives on the themes that they had developed, or how summarization
techniques might be used to help define and name themes later on in an analysis. We hope that
by sharing our code under an open source license that this work can serve as a platform for the
exploration of these ideas in future work.
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